conversion of mill rolls to requisite sizes

Filterserve is the premier independent
supplier of filtration in the UK.
We are specialists in producing filtering
media to specific sizes.
This process ranges from the cutting of rolls
of material into smaller rolls or sheets and the
manufacture of active carbon filter elements.

sheet cutting
We can cut filter media into sheets that are used for a number of
applications, the biggest being the filtration of cooking fats. We are
able to produce a slab of media up to 2.2 metres wide and with a
length of 3.2 metres. We have the ability to cut holes into the sheets
at any required position. In addition to hole cutting we can also cut
the media into any particular shape you require.

roll converting
We can convert filter rolls to your individual specifications. The
maximum converted roll width is 2.16 metres, however any roll length
can be produced. The final length is usually determined by the space
the you have where the roll is loaded into your machine. We can roll
the media onto any of 3 different diameter cores - 58mm, 70mm and
76mm inside diameter.
When the roll is run to the required length it is wrapped immediately
to ensure that the media is kept clean. Roll converted media
produced by us is used mainly by the food industry. It is also used to
filter machine coolant by manufacturing and engineering industries.

air filter media sheet cutting
This media is used in spray booths, cooking filters and air intakes for
rooms were clean air is preferred. This media is widely supplied
throughout the industry in rolls that are 2 metres wide with a roll
length of 20 metres.
We have the facility to cut this media down to your specified sizes.
This can help you if you do not wish to purchase a full roll. We can
usually cut and despatch any order received by the next day.

for more information
on our roll cutting and pleating services and how we can help
you, please call

01922 720 561
or email conversion@filterserve.com
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